Playmat Care Instructions:
Storing your Playmat
Store the Playmat rolled up with the printed design on the
outside in a cool place.
Prolonged exposure to bright sunlight may cause colours to
fade slightly over a long period of time.
Cleaning your Playmat
Treat your playmat as you would any rug or carpet:
For dirt and light soiling, brush lightly with a soft brush or
use a vacuum cleaner.
For heavy soiling the surface may be cleaned with proprietary carpet cleaner from your local supermarket.
Spills and Cleaning Tips
Firstly, you should never rub the surface. The correct way
to approach a spillage or mark is to blot the area with a
clean, absorbent cloth or white paper towel. Try not to
make the spillage area larger.
Secondly, you should scrape up any excess spillage with a
blunt knife or spatula.
For stains surface may be cleaned with proprietary carpet
cleaner
NB: Before using any cleaning products on your playmat,
you should always 'spot test' the mat to ensure the solution
you are using will not damage or bleach the mat. Washing
up liquid, abrasive cleaners or caustic solutions contain
bleaching agents and these can damage the mat
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Sport and Playbase manufactures high quality educational
products from our base in West Yorkshire in the North of England. We are a second generation family firm with a dedicated, skilled and adaptable workforce with strong links to our local community.
For 30 years, we have been working closely with the education sector to ensure our products meet the demands of
schools around the world. Our flexible processes allow us to
develop specific products for individual markets.
All our products comply with relevant safety standards and exceed them where possible. We try to use raw materials that
are as environmentally friendly as possible. We now use only
phthalate free PVC. No polyester waste from the manufacturing process is sent to landfill. We use water based ecofriendly inks and all paper used is recycled.
For over 30 years we have been continuously developing our
playmat materials to perfect the ideal hardwearing play surface for schools and nurseries. Our Carpet playmats are
made from a 600 gramme 100% polyester surface with a synthetic and natural mix rubber backing. For our tiles and jigsaw
puzzles we us a resin stiffened 1000 gramme polyester with
an antislip rubber backing
We are experts in product development and producing our
customer’s own design products. For trade customers we can
produce your own designs from a minimum of just 25 pieces.
We turn your ideas into reality.

